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ABSTRACT

    Many people are farniliar with computational fiuid dynamics studies for plastic injection molded parts but
little study has •been undertaken in the field of micro metal injection molded parts. Micro meta1 injection molding

(MIM) is a relatively new technology and many advances are progressing in production methods that increase
accuracy and applicability of its use. Computational fluid dynarnics studies of such methods can assist in furthering

the advancement of this technology and can provide valuable information to manufacturers and consumers alike. A
study on two micro-MIM manufactured test parts was done using Moldex 9.0 CFD and Rhinoceros 4.0 (with
Moldex3D-Mesh plug-in software) Modeling software. The methods for realizing some common problems unique to
micro-MIM analysis were proposed and applied to two micro-size MIM parts to find suitable process conditions in
this paper. The results ofthis study were used to check for production viability and to improve the design ofthe test

parts for possible future production. An ideal set of process conditions and assumptions was found for MIM CFD
analysis performed in Moldex 9.0.

Key VVords: micro metal injection moulding, computational fiuid dynamics, production yiability, micro gear

1. IntrDduction

 Computational Fluid I]tynamics (CFD) is the seienoe of

detertnming a numeical solution to the governing equations of

fluid fiow whilst advancing the solution through spaoe or time to

obtain a numerical des(xiption of the complete flow field of

intoresL CFD analysis consists of3 main stages; Modelmg and

Meshing, Pre,Processing and Post-Processing Each stage can

be further split down into smaller sections. Modeling is the first

stage that is urKkrtaken with ak CM prooesses. This involves

making 2D or 3D models ofthe geometry ofthe areas where the

fluid flovv analysis is Tequired. For injection molded parts, this

usually oonsists of nroclels oftlre pm ks mold and the cooling

anangemerrt with the mold After modclmg the geometry ofthe

recluired areas, these areas are required to be split into many

small areas called meshes. 'Ihe many complicated equations

involved in CM are solved in each of the many small areas

throughout the geometry and flow properties can be derived
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fiom the results. There are many types ofmesh each suital)le for

various geometries or analysis methods. PTe"processing involves

using the models and meslies ( reated and irrputting the desired

mateial properties, fiow properties temperatures, prooess

dmations etc. For injection molding analysis, the injection

machine prpperties such as injection pressure and packing

length etc are often spechied The computation methods are also

set in this stage. The type of mathematical solver, desired

accuracy and various assumptions and simplification can be set

here. Once all the prpperties and conditions are set the CFD

analysis can be started Post-processing is the final stage and is

undentaken after the CM analysis has finished obiaming a

so1uion. in this stage the flow properties can be analyzed and

varicms irnageq gmpks and data can be seen This data can be

used as a qualitaive tool for discarding (or narrowing down the

cboioes between), various designs. Designers and analysts can

study pmtypes numerically, and then test by experimentation

oniy those which show promise.

 Whilst CFD is a very useful tDoL CFD is nct yet at the level

where it can be blindly used by designers or analysts vvithout a

working knowledge of the numeric involved Desphe ti}e

increasing speed of computation availablg CFD has nct yet

mattrred to a level where it can be used for real tirne

computation. Numerical analyses recluire significant time to be

set xp and perfcmned and have varying degrees of aocuracy

dependmg on flow properties and settings. CM is an aid to
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other analysis and experimental tools like wind tunnel testing

and is used in conjunodon with thern. in particular, CM

analysis for micro injection MIM parts has not been undertaken

to a great degroe dueto unrelial)le accuracy and computational

resouroe di(ficuhies bat will become inoreasing usefu1 as

production and computer technology advances. CFD analysis

alone cannot be relied upon to prDvide ak the information for the

optimal pmoess conditions and methods, but it can simplify the

prooessgreatly.

2. MatyticalProcedure

 For this study two miero-rm test products were analyzed

using Moldex 3D v9.0 and Rhino modeling software v4.0. The

procedure for CFD analysis is Moldex 3D and Rhino can be

split into 4 main secti(ms; Modelmg Meshing Pre`processing

and Post-prooessing.

 Zl Modeling The models used in the analyses were

created fiDm blueprirrts and engineering drawings in

Pro-Engineer and imported into Rhino 4.0 in IGES fue format

The geometries ofthe analysed parts are shown in Figuie 1. The

first part was dubbed `Shikaku', and is a micro-sized MIM parL

The size of the part is roughly a 14.55mm equare with a

7.65xlO.85mm Tectangular bole in the centre, a groove cut into

the surface surrounding the bole, and 4 tapered bo1es of02mrn

diameter on the top surface. The part is also very thin, with a

thickness ofO.4mm and 02mm in the groove region. The cubic

capacity ofthe cavity is less than O.05cm3. The second part is a

micro-sized M[M gear with the djameter ofthe addenclum ctcle

being 1.12mm, depth of O.8mm and a cerrtral shaft hole with

diameter O.42mm. The cavity cubic capacity for this part is

apImoximately O.OOoscm3.

 Extrumely small characteristics of the geometries, such as

minor tapers and chamfers that would have had lnde effbet on

the CFD results were ignored for simplification. After importing

the IGES files fiom Pro-E to Rhino, thcy were checked for

anomalies and to ensure they were enclosed 3D models with no

defeets. Next, basic initial runner systems were modelled and

attached to the oavities. Both parts were non-finalised test

products and as such had no runner sizetshape, gate location or

coolmg system associated with them. Vaious runner types and

gate locations were tested before settling on optimal

spechications for each model.

(a)Shikaku

Figure 1

 fo) Micro-gear

The geometry ofthe micro`parts

 22 Meshing The cavnies were checked again befoie

mesliing prDoedures were applied. Before meshing nodes were

assigned to all edges ofthe models and in increased density in

smaller, thimer secti(ms ofthe cavity. This was done to ensure a

ieasonal)le element count across the section ofthe part, which

afiTects the Tesolution and aocuracy of the final results dmved

from the analysis. lnhially a standard tetrahedral mesh was

applied to the cavities, holes in the mesh were repaired and bad

elements were fixed After the surflice cavities were meshed, the

3D runner meshes were c reated automatically using the function

in Rhino, which forms prism meslies for reduced computationaJ

load and speecL Both meshes were checked for connectivity,

then the 3D cavity mesh vvas generated and ks elements were

auto-fixed to remove poor elenients. In al1 cases the tetal model

element count was kept between O.5-O.8million so many

iterations of analysis could be performed with suitable speed

and aocuracy. The final meshing stage involved creating a

mold-base face model which was cuboids surroundmg the

model and runner meshes. This mold-base {lice was also

meshed using the auto function in Rhino, and was used to

Tepresent the mold in the analysis. ln totaL the cavity meshes

and mold base meshes included appiDximately 1.0-1.2miMon

elements. The complete 3D models were then exported to

Moldex 3D v9.0 for analysis.
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 23 Pre-processing and Materials In the
pre-processing sectio4 the model, prDcess conditions and

computational solver conditions are seL A new project Me was

created in Moldex v9.0 for each model as shown in Figure 2.

After the model was seIected fcr analysis, the material used was

specified The material used in this study came fiom emphical

data of material psoperties of Taisei Kogyo's ww material,

SUS316L 65:35 [1]. IVflIVI material is a polymer of memi

powder and a binding element comprised ofwaxy plastics. The

metal powder molecules form an isotrppic matrix inside the

binder, which is removed at a later stage, so that only metal

remains forrning a tough part with good material properties.

Whilst the material for the analysis had the material FnDperties of

MllV! material, it is not currerrtly possible to accuiately model

the all of the complex flow characteristics of MIM material,

such as layer slip, compressibility andjeuing. The material in the

analysis had similar fiow characteristics to that ofa heavy plastic.

After the material vvas seg the process conditions weie seL ln

Moldex there are three setting types for the prDoess conditions,

two machine interface types and CAE mode. Most commercul

injection-molding CFD I"Dgrams cannot aocurately model

micrD`parts using standard machine settings as they have

unsuital)le values for shot weights and flow rates ete.

Pro]ectSettings FillingtP:ckingSetlings CeolingSsttiings Summany

       Swhing method , CAE rnode v

.tL.

i

'ttiptt

,1"

•u,tSSt

 gfo,;

tnmtohihiS n:Pmd:LhP, Mschine mode 1 ey prafiie)

    Machnemoda2         ln ectsen timepToeesscondrtd

Pro:essFila Shrkakmel2-3.pro

 Mesh File • shikaLdirsr2 mfa

, Mste"sl Ftle , M:Mfirstfile t.ntt

[, Mve,"-m hpctkei ptessm am -'i ;'

MexL"vmpedii-ptes#re ' -MPe

pmwt1r,setpt,.- N canced 1

Figure 2 Proj ect settings in the Process W/iut

 ln this study CAE mode was used for analysis as thene was

no emphical data avai1ahle for Irrooess or machne settings.

Initial tests showed defatlt values for injection time and other

eriteria were unsuitable. Analyses using various speeds and

pressures vvec performed unul reasonable realistic Tmsults were

obtained A flling time ofO.1seoonds was used for al1 models,

along with a VP SwitchDver of 99.50/o and a packmg time of3

se(x)nds. All other process conditions we e used at default values.

The final pre-prooessing stage vvas to set the computational

solver method and assumptions. An Enhancx)d-P solver was

used for al1 analyses. In the Adyanced tab, the flow solver

timestep was rectuced fiDm 1 to O.1 to provi(le a better

resolution at the cost of prooessing speed ln the Criterion for

Stopping Calculaion sectiong the `exclude runner volume' box

was checked as micro`parts are often much smaller compared to

runner volumes than macro-sizÅí parts. After all process

conditions were set and checked, the analyses were run using

deimlt settings for fUll rm.

 2.4 Post-processing The post-prooessing stage
involves viewing and interpreting the results fiDm the analysis.

Upon completion of the calculatio4 the resuks for each model

and prooess condition sets were checked. Each solution was

checked for temperature, pressure, shear stiess and shear rate

and volumetric shrinkage. In the case of short shot or other

erTors such as hesitatioq unacoeptable shear stresses or over

packmg the problem areas were identified and fixed before

performing another analysis run. When process conditions or

other settings were greatly changed, the calculaion was

perforrned in a sepaiate Run within the same pTpject for easy

comparison between results. ln this method, each model ran

iterations ofvarious conditions and settings unti} suitable results

were obiained Unique prDblems associated with micro-parts

and their analyses were identified and rectified

 Many various parameters were investigated. Firsg the

`Shikaku' model will be used to illustrate some points of interest.

The Shikaku model vvas ditiicult to solve as usually very thin

parts can be dithcult to manufacture by standard injection

moldmg techniques and care must be taken when plarming the

moldmg condhions and gate locations. As an mitial tesg a

standard side-gate into the part was rnodeled as sliown in Figure

3(a). The runner usod incorporated two cold-slug wells that

closely resemble those present in experimental maiiufacture

testing The gate was chosen to be on the edge ofthe part closest

to the 4 smal1 holes as this is the laigest area of the part and

pTDvides fairly umestricted flow ffom the gate. The model was

innially meshed with a standard tetrahedra1 mesh. The first plot

to be checked in the post-InDcessing stage is always the

melt-flow fiDnt Incomplete fi1lmg (or short-shot) is one of the

most common problems in injection molding and is caused by a

nurriber ofreasons as shown in Figure 3(a). The melt-fiovv fiont

dmbution wi11 display any case of incomplete fi11ing By

comparing the flow fiont animation to the gtaph of sprue

pressure vs. time, the rnessure loss due to oertain features can be

detormined as shown in Figure 3(b). The flovv pipgression

through the cavity can be viewed by animation and (xitical areas

such as voids and which areas fill last are easily seen. The effe(ns
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on the flow ofcavity features 1ike holes or thin channels can also

be checked. This is useful wi)en rectifying short-Shot pibblems

or when redesigning model and runner geometries for eptimal

flovv conditions. The spme pressure graph in Figure 3(b) shows

that there is a peak in pressure loss caused by the cold slug welL

followed by the large peak just after the slug well. These two

losses accourrt for a large percentage ofthe pressure dr(rp and as

a resultl there is insuthcient rrressure to ensure complete filling

in this case. This was caused by fiow reversal fiDm the slug well

affecting the incoming fiow, causing compression.

Compassibility ofmaterial is not considered in Moldex3D yet

This shows that there is no need to aocurately copy the runner

shape used in manufacturing pmoesses as this can adversely

affect analysis Tesults. A simplified runner wi11 circumvent these

envrs and pTovide better resuks. This is especially important in

micro-analysis as the runner size is often much smaller and

more prone to such errors. ln manufacture, complex runner

shapes are often dithcult to produce and realistically simple

geometries would be used whenever possible. The metuflow

fiont also is related to where weld lmes appear in the cavfty.

Weld lines forrn in cavhies where two flow fiDrrts meet and

change direction Such areas often da net have smooth

unidirectional flow and material prpperties suffer in those

regrons.

ttg•i•i

(a) Short shet

Weld-lines in funetional areas such as hinges or load ceriters

drastically reduoe the ffetime ofparts and so should be confined

to non-cxitical areas ofthe part wiienever possible.

 As can be seen in Figure 4, the flow patteni associated with

this gate wi11 fomi a weld lme on the far side ofthe hole and wi11

lead to weakening ofthis area ofthe parL

Figure 4 Weld Lines form in the circled location. This area

 would be weaker in comparison to the rest ofthe part

 For micrD-rvMvl analysis, the most impcrrtant solution

parameters we e the plots oftemperature, shear stiess, shear rate

and volumetric shrinkage distrtbutions. By utilizing the Results

Advisor option in Moldex 9.0 as shown in Figure 5, suggested

values of each parameter were obtained as used as a base to

check if solution were aocurate or not. in collusion with the

Results Summary wizard, which alerts the user ofproblem areas

in the flow, aocurate soILuions for each model wqre achieved by

manipulating the settings and solving in an iterative manner.
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  (b) Sptue pressure graph showing pressure losses

Figure 3 The initial test with cold-slug gac in the runner

Figure 5 The result summary window fiom Moldex 9.0

 Shear stress is one ofthe main souroes ofresidual stresses in

molded parts as shown in Figure 6. If the shear stress is not

distnbuted evenly it can cause dimensional problems during and

after the filling stage. If the shear stress is too high,

stress-induced problems rnay also occur in the parti such as flow

hesitation and buming out of the rnaterial. Accorrling to the

iesults advisor in Molde& the shear stress should be controlled

to be less than 1 MPa for most analyses.
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Figuie 6 Shear stiess during fl1ing. The areas (m the sides of

the hole show very high stresses which would lead to problems.

Figure 7 Shear rate during Mlmg. The aieas on the sides would

 be subject to high viscous heating amongst other problems.

 Shear rate is the rate of shear defCrmation of the material

during flow as shown in Figure 7. A higher rate of shear

indicates a higher rate of deformatioa that ig the molecule

chains in the pelymer were deformed iapidly and had no chance

to relax or iecoil. Shear iate is related to the velocity gradient of

the flow and the molecular orientation of the material. If the

shear rate is too high, molecular chains can be hrOken and the

strength ofthe product will be decrreased Viscous heating ofthe

material through shear wM also be present From the Results

Advisor, the mmended value for this shear Tate usually falls

below 10000 11secona but for micro`parts this value is difiicult

to obtain in most cases. Moldex 9.0 perforrns best under

standard machine settings for most values, such as fi1ling time,

which has a minimum filling time of approximately O.05

seconds. If using a defauit machne fi11ing time for a

micro-cavity, the fllmg time would be in the order of O.OO05

seconds which causes very high velocities in the cavity leading

to a number oferrors such as high shear stiess and shear iates. ln

CAE seuings, users are able to more realistic values for rulmg

time. ln genera1, in alI observed micro-MIM analyses shear rate

was higher than that usually chserved in standard macro-size

cavhies. ln this study a sliear rate value much higher than 50000

1/second was assumed to be undesiiable. This value was

derived fiom average shear rates in micro-cavities that had no

waming errurs fiDm the Results Summary W/izards and had

good, balanced flow Im)fles. Values for max shear iate will vary

with material przrperties but in gerieraL high shear rate leads to

buming out ofthe material, pressure loses and hesitation in thin

walled parts and should be redu(x)d whenever possible.

 The tenrperature dmbution hetps to show the effects ofheat

transfer tlrrDughout the part and is of great use when designing

oooling channels, specifying cooling temperatures and times,

and identifying areas of viscous heating fiDm shear, or fiow

fieezing leading to hesitation as shown in Figuie 8. ln this study,

no oooling was specified but could be easily designed fiDm the

terriperature distrtbution is required at a later date. The main use

of the temperature distribution was to identify areas inside the

cavity where calculation was preniaturely stDppecL ln most

standartl analyses, the flling calculation is stopped when

approximately 99`//o of the cavity is filled This is in order to

prevent the sliarp pTessure inerease present during the final 10/o

fiom adversely affecting the simulation. As the size of

micro`parts cavity is very small compared to the mmer, this

final peroentage often is a sUbstantial part of the cavity and

solver settings must be changed to reflect this or an aiea in the

cavity wi11 appear where the results cannot be iead. When

setting the computation parameters, the "Exclude runner

volume" box should be ticked in the "Criterion for Stopping

Calculaion" area in the advanced settings tab. When viewing

the temperature distnbution, the areas of `no calculaion' are

easilyseen. Theseareasappearduetomanycomplexieasons,

such as poor resolutio" time-step being too laige and due to a

solver error in Moldex 9.0, resolved in Moldex 9. 1 .

 The volumetric shrinkage at `end ofpacking stage (EoP)' is

also important for al1 injection molding analyses as shown in

Figure 9. Ifthe distribution ofshrinkage is inibalanced inside the

cavity it is likely the part will warp and lose functionality after

ejection fiDm the cavity. Also, the degioe of shrinkage is

important An often-used value for reasonable shriiikage is 40/o.

Ifthe shrinkage exoeeds 40/o by a large amount shrinkage ofthe

part occurs to a great degroe and the postÅíjecti(m shape cannot
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be contrelled with any accuracy. rlhe volumetric shrinkage is

dependant upori the thickness ofthe part, the temperature ofthe

material and the cooling iate and distribution inside the mold In

the case ofthe test parts in this sttidy, no cooling channels were

present so only the balance was analyzed

Figure 8 Temperature distribution. The region in the circle is

       the area ofno calculation.

Figure 9 Volumeuic Shrinkage at EoR The imbalanoe leads to

         vvarpage ofthe parL

3. ResuttsandDiscussions

 3.I Determining micro-analysis process conditions

Firstly, an ideal set ofprooess conditions for micro-size cavities

in Moldex 9.0 was investigated. The model of the Shikaku test

part was used for the invesdgation. Afler performing analyses on

the basic Shikaku cavity many areas with poor flow ptpperties

were ideritified due to the presence ofthe large hole in the cenpe

of the parL There wepe no ideal gate locations that would

alleviate the problems. An akernative geometry for Shikaku was

modeled as stiown in Figure 1O. ln this modeL the cential hole

was Mled in and used as a location to plaoe the gate. The

thickness ofthis region was also inc reased as to provide a more

ideal flow pattern fiom the gate. W/nh this geometry, the

manufacturer would have to cut the `filled in' section fiom the

part afier manufacture which would lead to further costs.

 A series of tests were perf7orrned on the new model with

varying Mling times flow rates injec tion pressures and packing

pressures undl error-fiee accurate results were chtained The

testing parameters were shown in Table 1. The fiow rate was set

at a peroentage of maximum possible. The injection pressure

and packing pfessure are set at a percentage of maximum

pressure, which was set at 3ooMPa in CAE Mode.

Figuie 10 The altemadve geometry for the part, gate location

     and runner.

Tahle 1 Testing parameters

RunNo. Fillingtime

(s)

Flowrate

(o/oofmax)

lnj.Pres.

(o/o)

PackPres.

(o/o)

ShearRate

OK
ShearStress

OK
1 o.o(n42 so 70 70 No No
2 O.05 20 oo 50 No Yes

3e O.5 20 co 50 Yes* No
4 O.1 so 70 70 Yes Yes
5b O.1 so 70 70 No Yes

a) ln Run 3, short shet oc( uned therefore al1 prDcess seuings were deemed unsuitable desphe fa1ling within aoceptable ianges for some

parameters. b) ln Run 5, a simpljfied geometry for the oavity was used.
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(1) Run 1

 Run 1 was performed at stmdard defauk settings in CAE

mode. rlhe filling time is much faster than that of standard

analyses. As can be seen in Figure 1 1, the new geometry has a

more balanced flow profue and no weld-1ines in crhical

locations, bat the shear rate was stil1 unsuitable, with a max

value exoeeding 5000001s. The shear stress also greatly

excoeded aocqptable limits.

(a) Melt Flow Front

         fo) Shear Rate
Figure l l The Melt Flow Front and the distrtbution. The shear

 rate is still in the order of 1O times the reoommended level.

(2) Run 2

 The results showed that although the shear stress was now

within aoceptable values, the shear iate was sul1 too high as

shown in Figure 12. 'lhe shear rate is much improved but sti11

high with critical areas having values between 20000 to 500001s.

Further iniprovement was investigated as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12 the Shear Sness dmbution M values ofshear

  stress fall under O.6 MPa

Figure 13 The Shear Rate distribution. Values range between

    2ooOO-5ooOOIs

(3) Run 3

 The shear rate now fell within acceptable limits but the shear

stresses were too high The flow iate at this speed was too slow

to completely fl1 the model before hesitation and sliort-shot

oocurred as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 The melt flow fiDnt lncomplete fllmg can be seen

   indicating shcnt-shot

Bul. ofPref. Col. oflbch. VoL 43
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(4) Run 4

 Wnh these settings the shear rate and shear stresses both fell

within aocqptable ranges as sbown in Figure 15.

(a) Melt Flow Front

            fo)ShearRate
Figure 1 5 The Shear Stress and Shear Rate distributions. The

 crnical areas ofthe part now have a value ofapprDximately

     O.4MPa and 7000-300001s respec tively.

 The volume shrinkage distribution of the alteniative shape

vvas also investigated onoe the process conditions were

satisimry. The volume shrinkage can be seen below in Figure

16 and it can be seeri that it is much more balanoed and less
 '
1ikely to have a large degree ofwarpage.

•ss •,

tt  tt tt

Figure 1 6 The volume shrinkage distrtbution ofthe alternative

             geometry.

 in this modeL the thin parts ofthe model are those subjected

to the highest sliear stress and are the restricting factDr of this

geometry. There is also a degree ofsudden expansion occurring

fiom the flow fiom thin regions to the thicker regions. This

could be improved on by rounding comers andlor in(neasing the

taperbetweenthesurfi}ces.

 The thickening ofthe region where the gate was located was

in order to prevent shear problems due to sudden expansion and

hichon. The distnbuion of shear rate near the gate is shovvn

below in Figure 17.

Figure 1 7 Shear Rate Distrtbution of Run 4. Shovving the

( rDss-section near the gate and the relatively low shear iate.

(4) Run5

 A final analysis vvas run using a model with no centTal hole as

shown in Figure 18. rlhis geometiy would be less desiiable for

manufacture as it would requiie a minimum of two further

prooesses to achieve the final product shape; cutting of the

central bole, and pressing ofthe area surrDunding the hole to the

specified thickness.

Figm 18 Model with no central hole

 The imsuks sbow that this model has the most balanoed melt

flow fiont and volumetric shrinkage, as seen in Figure 19.
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(a) Melt Frmt Flow Trime

Figure 19

   fo) Volumetric shrinkage

Melt Front Flow Tirrie and Volumetric shrinkage at

   End ofPacking phase

 An interesting thing to note was this geometry also had an

unsuitable shear rate when using the ptevi(Risly detennined

ptocess conditions. The shear iate near the gate vvas very high

due to the perpendicular flow fiom the gac, causing high

thcti(m. The cross-section ofthe shear rate at the gate is shown

in Fign 20.

time was found to have more effec t on the resuks than the cxher

settings. Moldex 9.0 ck)es not handle very fast filling times well.

Depending on the size ofthe cavity, fi11ing imes should be kept

with O.5-O.05seoonds when possible. Shorter fi11ing times result

in shear problems, and longer tmes can result in short shot due

to the rapid cooling of flow due to heat transfer, which is much

more sighficarrt in micrD-analyses.

 32 Improvingaccuracyofmicro-anatysis Usingthe
process conditions derived previously, tests were run on the

micro-gear cavity sbown in Figure 21 in order to ieduce errors

and anomalies in micro-analyses and to imprDve aocuracy.

Varied geometrical models with diffeient runncr/gate locations

shown in Figure 22 vvere an

Figure 21

.

Geometry ofthe micro-gear parL

.

,NNi}eM"Nv

(a) Model 1R2G fo) Model 1 R4G

   /N
`xxTilil/N)(!e,iii"LNigE

           "rt,

Fign 20 Shear rate dmbuion at the gate location.

 ln order to resolve the shear rate, the inpat velocity must be

decmased, but care must be taken net to cause a shcHt-shot as in

the case of Run 3. ln generaL gating perpendiculatly into thin

regions slK)uld be avoided when possible. The best set of

INDcess conditions for' this model came from Run 4. The filling

(c) Mode12R2G (d) Mode13R3G
Figure22 GeometTyoftherunner/gatelocations.

 The models weTe initially meshed with a standard teaahedral

mesh. The material used in this study came fiDm empirical data

of material preperties of Taisei Kogyo's MIM material,

SUS316L 65:35 [1]. The process conditions fiom Shikalai Run

4 were checked for suitability for this cavity aird tested prior to

the investigation. ln al1 analyses of the modela areas of no
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calculaticm could be seeri spread throughoat the cavity (Figure

23), as in the case ofthe area oflast fill in Shikaku, seen on the

temperature distribution (Figure 8). A detailed descripti(m of al1

results can be found in the (letailed Micro-Gear report [2]. As the

cubic capacity ofthe mimo-gear is much smaller than that ofthe

Shikaku modeL m(ne care must be taken vvith accuiacy or srriall

assumption errors can greatly aflbct the outcome. For the

Shikaku analysis, the area of no calculation was not in a eritical

region and had negligrble affect on the outcome. ln the

micro-gear analysig the same prbblems had a large atfect and

affected the shear stress dmTbeticm as sbown in Figure 23.

VvidetlP

-ev :=-;

' ;

ti

IL , . : [::., . 7r:#e::rtt:. ::I-ts:--/v, --.t4

 ag1/•

-ly-rTTtf'

(a) Model 1R2G

Figure24 lherunnercapsliapeandlocation.
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 crrt!sil'L!'}k

/g/ei/\i,Kg/f,i

gi,i,{•,.itiii

:,N,.k" c- L v'l "Wsvarei

        (b) Model 1R4G
Figure 23 The shear stress distribuions for the micrD-gear

 tests. Many small areas ofno calculaion aie present

 A variety of solutions were qpplied to attempt to mmove this

inaocuracy. Initiaky, the ptDblem was thought to sterri fiom an

imbalance in the flow prorue of the models tested. A final

runnerlgate model vvas oreated and testecL in this case a `cap'

was oreated on the tep surfaoe of the gear and the gate was

located onto the cap as shown in Figure 24. rlhis made it so the

entire top surfirce ofthe gear acted as a gate and fiow could be

more s.ymmetrical. Ihe entire cap and gate location would have

to be removed afhr manuflrcture by a cutting method as shown

in Figuie 25. It is shown in Figure 26 that the mm cap model

provides a much more symrnetrical fiow fiont and resulting

post-lm)cessing material conditiens.

Figure25 Across-sectionalviewoftherunnercapmodeland

 mesh elements. The cap area above the red line must be

removed after manufa(rm. The internal tetra mesh elements

          canbeseen.

   'i

   L-
Figure 26      The volumetric shrinkage distrtbution for the

capped model. The shrinkage is symmetrical and more balanoed

        than previous models.

 Desphe being symmietrical and having a smooth flow profle,

the no calculaion error was still present Giguie 27) and greatly

affected the resurts, Many causes for these cmors were

investigated and the results are explained below. Firstly, a

common cause of such aieas is due to the solver resolution

being too low. Ifthe time-step ofthe computational solver is tDo

large, there will be tDo few solver iterations for the results to

show small changes. To increase the resolution, the time-step

must be decreased, which enables the computation to solve at a
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gream nurriber of tirnes per seoond. In the advanced settings

window of the computational parameter window, the defatlt

solver time-step is set to a value of 1. Vatious time steps were

tested ianghg fiDm O.02 to 1 . By dec easing the solver tme stqp

however, the analysis time is greatly increasecL A balance must

be found for ethcient time and resource usage. initially with the

de.fatlt time step of 1, the analysis took appa)ximately 1O hours

on the cbmputer used. At the lower end with a time step ofo.oa,

the analysis took over 3 days to complete. Whilst the resolution

had improved and area regions decreasod such a level is rarely

required A time step ofO.1 was tested and this provided better

resolution withoat sac rificing tDo much time, the analysis tDok

abont 20 hours to complete.

Figure 27 The sliear stress distribution for the runner`cap

     model with BLM in Moldex 9.0.

 The resuks were more aocuiate but the problem emnrs were

sdi1 present The temperature distr'ibution was used to display

the aieas of no calculaion clearly. Secondly, the effect of the

starKlard tetra mesh elements beginning to become inaocurate

for micro-CFD models was investigated. ln injection moldmg

analysis the element layer count across the part thickness

direction is very imp(mait This is because the element layer

count detennines the resolution of the analysis result For

example, in the case of the terriperature distribution shown in

Figure 28, the tenima changes rapidly on the part's surflice

due to a combination of shear heating and contact with the mold

causing heat transfer. Writh low msolutio4 such changes cannot

be seen and inaocuracy develops. When ereating standard tetra

meshes, the element count across the part cannot be controlled

by the user, thus the analysis cannot provide conect teniperature

distribution in poor quality mesh regions. However, aocurate

results can be achieved by using a different mesliing method

For complex flow profiles or unusual material prpperties, a

hybrid mesh often provides the best iesuks although hylnid

meshes can be very difiicult and tirne-consuming to ( eate. A

better solution is to use a Boundary Layer Meslt which is a

simplified hylxid mesh which can be created autDmatically in

Rhino 4.0. A boundary layer meslt or BLM, consists of the

standard teaa mesh with a thin layer ofprism mesh on the outer

surfaoe as shown in Figure 29. BLM meshes inorease the

elenient layer count and therefore the resolution which in the

case of micro-injection molding analysis is doubly importmit

The shear heating phenomena can be simulated more accuiately.

Furtiier, the analysis results ofthe fiiling pattern, pressure profile

and so on can be piedjcted more aocurately as well.

Figure 28 The temperature distr/bution for the runner cap

    model using tetra mesh in Moldex 9.0. •
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Figuie 29 Sbowing the cross-section ofthe BLM mesh. Two

very thin prism elements can be seen outside the tetra elements.
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 An analysis of the part using the original process conditions

and a BLM mesli vvas pe,fomied and the ternperature

distnbution was checked for anomalous areas. The result is

shown in Figure 30.

 FigLlle 30 The temperature distribution for the mmer cap

      model using BLM mesh in Moldex 9.0

 The problem still persists for a BLM mesli in Moldex 9.0. All

the pararnetms and settings were checked and a waming

message Wl5on located in the packing log fle vvas investigated

as shown in Fign 3 1 .

 As can be wa the dmbuion is smo(xh and tliere are no

problem areas such as in figure 30. The resolution ofthis model

and is still ieasonably fast and easy to oreate. It is recommended

that Moldex 9.1 should be used ifproblem areas persist, and ak

micro-sirc analyses perf(rmed in Moldex should use a BLM

mesli where possible for imlm)ved aocuracy.

4. Conclusioms

No Time(sec) Pres(ku) Fill(X) orNJ(sec)

 51 O.781 42.51 100.0 5516
LH WAFV4IbK] -1502 : ( Moldex3[VSolid-Pack: ne.O etild so696 )

The melt tenperature is too close to Ts of the rrvaterial. This issue nv irck,ce
conpatatiomal stabi1ity prch1ms atxS Iead to morse resu1ts. Because:
1. Tg of materia[ may be Å}oo hiab. PIease re-chedc the naterial properities.
2, The irout of me[t te"perature nay be too low.

52 O.868 42.51 TOO.O 5626

Figure 3 1 The waming message Wl 502 in the packmg log

          file in Moldex 9.0.

 The cause for this waming is not known but in order to test if

it had an effect on tlie result, one analysis was perforrned in the

new Moldex 9.1, in which many small bugs have been fixed

The waming message was net present in the log Me for the

Moldex 9.1 analysis and the teniperature distr/bution is shown

in Figupe 32.

Figure32 Theterriperaturedistributionfortherunnercap

    model using BLM mesh in Moldex 9.1.

 Two micro-size MIM test parts were analyzed using Moldex

9.0 and Rhino 4.0. A series of suitable lm)oess conditions were

devised for using in micre-analyses in Moldex 9.0. Common

errors pesent in micro-analyses were identified and solutions

wereinvestigated

(1) Filling ime has a large effect vvhen perfOrming

micro-analyses. Moldex 9.0 woiks best with fi11ing times in the

iango ofO.050.5seconds.

(2) Extra cme must be taken with runner shapes and gate

locations in micro-analysis duc to the exceptionally small and

thincavityshapes.

(3) Areas of no calculation are common in micrD-cavities and

present a substantial inaccuracy. These errors can be reduced by

using a BLM with reduoed time-step and prefetably, Moldex

9.1.
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